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NOTICE
Special Scheme for 2021 -22

Details of Curriculum Transaction for Classes IX & XI,,

Dear Parents,

1. Class IX: Internal Assessment (throughout the year - irrespective of Term - I and II) would
include the 3 periodic tests, student enrichment, portfolio and practical work / speaking listening
activities / project.

2. Class XI: Internal Assessment (throughout the year - irrespective of Term - I and II) would
iAlfu.dg end of topic or unit tests / exploratory activitiesf practicals / projects.

-?

3. Class teacher would create a student profile for all assessment undertaken over the year and
retain the evidences in digital format.

4. CBSE will facilitate schools to upload marks of Internal Assessment on the CBSE IT platform.

5. The Question paper will have multiple choice questions (MCQ) including case - based MCQs
, and MCQs on assertion - reasoning type. Duration of test will be 90 minutes and it will cover

only the rationalized syllabus of Term - I only (i.e. approx.50o/o of the entire syllabus).

6. Marks of the Term - I Examination will contribute to the final overall score of students.

7. Weightage of Term - I marks, obtained by the child in each subject towards final overall score,
will depend on conduction of Term - II examination subject to situation of Pandemic.
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